For Group or Individual Travel
Let Our Partnership Help You
Whether you are a “loner” or one who loves to be with groups, our experience and unique
partnership with a dedicated dive travel agency can provide the service you need to enhance your
group or individual dive travel experience. Here’s why:
1.
We’ve Been There. Dive travel, whether locally or to exotic locations overseas, can be a challenge
logistically if you are venturing to unfamiliar destinations. Our dive staff has extensive experience with
diving worldwide, and our partners at Fly & Sea Dive Adventures have a combined 100+ years diving
experience to over 100 countries.
2.
We Stay Informed. Even though magazines and the internet are a good and valid source of
information, you must remember that most of that medium is paid advertising, which may tell you only one
side of the story. Our travel partners at Fly & Sea Dive Adventures are linked in to trade organizations,
industry resources, travel wholesalers, and dive professionals from around the world. They either have
firsthand knowledge or sources that visit the locations, talk to the suppliers and stay current on the
fluctuations that occur in dive travel.
3.
We Know How To Recognize the Best Deals. Dive travel is very competitive and prices change
daily. Special prices come and go with each season. We are linked to suppliers who contact us with the
most current “specials” around the world. We also have the buying power of purchasing for groups, which
allows us to negotiate the best price and added “perks” for our travelers.
4.
We Get VIP Treatment. On our group trips, you will notice the resorts and dive operators go
“above and beyond” to give you great service. That is because they know if a dive group and the dive
shop that brings the group leaves happy, it represents a potential for a volume of repeat customers.
5.
You Always Have a Buddy. On our group trips, you don’t have to worry about diving alone or
diving with strangers. By the time we do our first dive, you already know other people on the trip and you
will always have a buddy, even if your regular buddy “sleeps in”. Our trip host will be glad to buddy up
with you on any dive, take you on your first deep or night dive, or give you an underwater tour.
6.
Our Pros are there to Help and Train. With our tour host being a certified instructor, our dive tours
present the perfect opportunity to do advanced or specialty training. Most of our tours are to locations
suitable for Night, Wreck, Naturalist, Deep, Boat, or Underwater Photography specialties, as well as other
training.
7.
We Handle all of the Logistics. Inexperienced dive travelers or travel agencies who don’t
specialize in dive travel can turn a dream vacation into a nightmare. When you book or travel with us and
Fly & Sea Dive Adventures, you pay a package rate and most, if not all, of the details are already handled
and/or paid for. For groups, we even have a trip orientation meeting for the travelers prior to the trip to go
over final details and answer any questions you may have. This also gives you a chance to meet your
fellow travelers before the trip.
8.
Our prices are competitive! The price you pay for a dive trip with us or booked through us is very
competitive considering these listed benefits and our expertise. We minimize service fees, because we
are compensated primarily by the travel suppliers, not our customers.
9.
We Give You Other Benefits. When you travel or book travel with us, we often discount your last
minute purchases or rental gear as a value added feature for our traveling customers. We also allow you
to refresh your skills with a scuba review if it has been a while since you have dived. You can even try out
our rental gear in advance. A pre-trip dinner allows you to meet some of your fellow travelers before you
leave home.
10.
We Have Fun!! Join the group and join the fun! Many of our customers have made lifelong friends
and dive buddies as a result of booking one of our group trips.

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? WE HAVE TRIPS ALREADY SCHEDULED, AND OUR PARTNER
AGENCY IS READY TO GET YOU A QUOTE. LET’S GO DIVING!!
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